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Hey man, my first question I dunno what happened to it so Im gonna post this
again. My gym awfully lacks equipment, so basically in your program all I can
do is free squats, regular bench press and conventional deadlifts. I have three
questions for you. 1.) What do you think of doing conventional deadlifts twice
during BAB week Should I replace it one day or not 2.) Will doing these main
lifts affect my results in doing your program 3.) Lastly, in doing deadlifts my
grip starts to become the limiting factor. Any advice Thats all, man. Btw this

program really challenged my fitness levels. I believe this will not only make me
strong but with impressive work capacity as well. Great program. I hope this

gets posted this time though. Cheers! I have a few questions to ask 1. My bench
wont go up at all, my floor press stalled at 195 and I even went down in weight

but still my floor press stays the same, any way to fix this 2. Is it normal to
cheat a little on pendley rows as the weight gets heavy My elbows go all the

way back but when I pick the weight up now my back tends to lean up a little,
which results in the bar coming close to my sternum but not fully touching it.
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3.Will my chest grow from the floor press even though the bar doesnt touch my
chest 4.When I do weighted chin-ups, I cant get my chest to touch the bar and

just have my chin above the bar, will this still give me results/gains 5. Can I play
basketball on my off days ( not organized basketball) 6. Finally, are the

numbers I put up in 3 months good and on pace
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I have a few questions to ask 1. My bench wont go up at all, my floor press
stalled at 195 and I even went down in weight but still my floor press stays the
same, any way to fix this 2. Is it normal to cheat a little on pendley rows as the
weight gets heavy My elbows go all the way back but when I pick the weight up
now my back tends to lean up a little, which results in the bar coming close to
my sternum but not fully touching it. 3.Will my chest grow from the floor press
even though the bar doesnt touch my chest 4.When I do weighted chin-ups, I
cant get my chest to touch the bar and just have my chin above the bar, will
this still give me results/gains 5. Can I play basketball on my off days ( not

organized basketball) 6. Finally, are the numbers I put up in 3 months good and
on pace Thanks for your great programm and information. I have a question

though: what to do when you dont have a trap bar available Due to fucked up
squat form in the past and low bar squats, my quats are smaller in the two

years of training, than before. I recently started to do high bar squats. I think
my posterior chain has become dominant, or mij anterior chain became

underdevelloped. Should I incorperate i.e. lunges or balgarian split quats in
order to make my quats bigger Recently switched to a self-made full body

workout split and seeing much better results, than the bro split style I followed
before. I estimate that your programm is more research based and youre more

knowledgable, so Ill start with Novice tomorrow. Many thanks in advance for
your response 5ec8ef588b
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